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SECfIOO 1.0 
SUM,."RV 
Til:! develoJlTlent of thin film temperature sensor-s is being conducted by 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft under a three-phase NASA pro gr CITl. Phase I, 
previously completed lJ'lder Cootract NAS3-20768, consisted of the 
analysis, design, de vel oJl"i1ent, fabrication, and testing of a basic 
t en per at ur e sens or system and the deve 1 oJlTlent of rel i ab 1 e t hi n- fi 1 ~ to-
1 ead-wi re connecti ons. The thermocoupl e systems were appl i ed to fl at 
pl ate specimens of four turbi ne bl ade and vane materi al s and to 
simulated turbine blades and tested in a high tenperature, low velocity 
exhaust gas environment. The results of this first phase of the 
program are docunented in NASA CR-159782 (Pw\-5526-31), Reference 6. 
Til:! efforts duri ng Phase II, the subject of thi s document, under 
Contract NAS3-20831 consisted of applying the basic Phase I technology 
to actual turbine blades, reducing the sensor size, and extending the 
test conditions to higher temperatures and gas velocities. The problem 
of thin film adherence to the alumina (a-A120:3) insulating layer, 
originally identified during Phase I, was extensively investigated 
lIlder Phase II, and a procedure was established which increases the 
probability of achieving successful thin film sensors, 
Problems of adapting fabrication procedures to turbine blades were 
uncovered and improvements were recoornended. Test were performed in a 
combustor exhaust gas flOti at 1250<, Mach number = 0.5 for 60 hours and 
71 thennal cycles. Mean time to failure was 47 hours for six thin film 
thermocouple systems. Calibration drift was about 0.1 percent per 
hour, attributable to oxidation of the rhodium in the thin films. An 
increase in film thickness and application of a protective overcoat are 
r.:coornended to reduce drift in actLli:l engine testing. 
The objective of the on-going Phase III of the program, under Contract 
NAS3-22002, is to impr0ve the accuracy of the temperature sensor 
systems and to test these sY5.tems on actual-engine rCltating turbine 
blades, with an intercOO1parison of turbine blade temperatures as 
indicated by optical pyrometers, reference wire thermocouples, and thin 
film thermocoupl es. 
1 
2.1 BACKGROUND 
SECTION 2.0 
I NTRODUCTI ON 
Turbine blade temperature measurenent by blade-mounted sensors i!. 
presently accOOlpl ished by embedding thennocoupl es in the bl ade wall. 
The uncertainty in this method of measurement can be as high as S()( 
because of heat path distortion and uncertainty of exact location of 
the thermocouple junction, As blade wall thicknesc;es are decreased 
because of cOOlplex blade cooling schemes, the presenL.e of embedded 
thermocouples becomes more adverse both from a structural and a 
measurement vi&lpoint. It is desirable to have a surface-mounted 
temperature sensor which does not require removal of any blade material 
and, at the same time, is of such minimum mass and thickness that it 
causes no serious heat path distortion within the blade or gas flow 
distortion over the blade. A thin film temperature sensor would te 
compatible with these considerations. 
Using various thin film techr:iques (plating, vacuum evaporation, vacuum 
sputtering), a sensor can be fonned by depositing layers of electrical 
insulating materials and metals whose thickness is only a few micro-
meters (J.Lm). Successful surface thermocouples were obtained in this way 
by Burger in 1930 (Reference 1), Harris in 1934 (Reference 2), and 
Benderskey in 1953 (Reference 3). On metal parts, the techni que was 
1 imited to surface temperatures belCM BOO< due to the 1 ack of a stabl e 
thin film insulating layer to provide reliable electrical isolation 
frCJll the base metal at higher tenperat ures. Layers of quartz, SiO and 
~. '2°3, deposited by either vacuum evaporati on or sputteri ng, were 
found to ~E: too brittl e to withstand the severe thennal strai ns (up to 
3.5 x 10 Pascals; 500,000 pounds per square inch) induced by the 
misrnatch of temperature coefficients of expansion between the 
insul ati ng 1 ayer and base metal. 
Recent work at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is sLrnmarized in Table 1. The 
work descri bed in col umns 1 and 2 was perfonned by D il s (Reference 4), 
using solid FeCrA1Y test pieces oxidized in air to form an insulating 
1 ayer of al uminum oxide. The thennocouple legs were then sputtered on 
this insu~ator, and tests at 13501< were perfonned. This combination of 
fabri cati on methods and materi als was able to withstand hi gh 
temperatures. Thermal electromotive force was within 1.5 percent of 
standard reference Type S wire thermocouples, while a 600< temperature 
gradient was imposed along the length of the thin film. Drift was 
generally downward at less than 0.01 percent per hour at constant 
temperature, over a peri od of 150 hours (Reference 5). 
The work des cri bed ill col umns 3, 4, 5, and 6 of Tabl e I was performed 
by Przybyszewski (unpublished). In furnace tests on flat specimens 
(colllTln 3), a typical turbine blade material (t"AR-M-200 plus hafnil.lT1) 
was coated with a typical altlTlina-forming protective material 
(N iC ci rA lY ); then p 1 ati nunv' p 1 ati n urn-I 0 perce nt rhodi urn t hermocou p 1 es 
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Date 
Sputtered Sensor Type 
Sputtered Film 
Substrate Coating 
Base Materi a 1 
Lead-Wire-to-Film 
Connec t ion 
C onf i gurat ion 
T es t F ac i 1 ; t v 
T ;me Abt,ve 125OK, 
Each Sensor 
Cycles to 12501(, 
Each Sensor 
TABLE I 
REVIEW OF PRATT & WH[T~EY AIRCRAFT EXPERIENCE WITH SPUTTERED THIN FILM SENSORS 
~ f'CrA lv SUBSTRATE:S AT HIGH TEpoflERATLIlES 
2 3 4 5 6 
-------
~972 - 75 1975 1975 - 76 1976 1976 1977 
Thennocouples Thp,....~ocoupl es The~ocouples Strain gage Erosion s~ples Thennocouples 
Pt/Pt-lfJl Rh Pt/Pt-"(J2; Rh Pt./P t-lal Rh Plat i nlll1 Plat i nlll1 Pt/Pt-l~ Rh 
NiCoCrAl'f NiCoCrA1V NiCoCrA1Y NiCoCrA!V 
FeCrA1Y F eC rA 1 Y MAA-M-200 H~stel1oy X Bl900 Bl900 
+ hafni\J11 + hafni.." + hafn; lII1 
7 
1979 
Thennocouples 
Pt/Pt-l~ Rh 
NiCoCrA1Y 
CoCrA lY 
I'AR-M-509 
Bl900 + haf"i"" 
INI00 
1'AR-M-200 
+ hafnium 
Strap .eld Strap weld Fh"ed rlatinum Fired platinum None Fired paste Hot compression 
paste paste btlnd 
Erosion bars, Cylinder Flat har Strain bar JT9D 1st-stage JT9D 2nd-stage Flat bars 
rods & airfoils turbine blades turbine vanes 
Lab c(J!Ibustor Lab ,~(J!Ibustor Lab furnace Lab furnace Operating engine Operating engine Furnace and torch 
100 hours 180 hours 170 hours 32 hours 150 hours 60 hours 60 hours 
100 i0 6 30 
Rt'f !"renee Pub 1 i cat; ons 41 (5) (5 ) (6) 
Remarks 2(: ,pee imens 
tes '_prj 
I nstrlll1ented 
specime11 for 
proof of 
cal i br at i on 
stability 
I nstrlJTlented 
spec imen for 
proof of 
r::al ibrat ion 
stability 
Strain test 
s~c imen 
Engine erosion 
tes t 
~etal temperature 
ind heat transfer 
coeft i c i ent 
Developed lead 
wire attachments 
and ran extended 
hot calibrations 
of thin film 
~hermocouples in 
hydrocarbon flame 
were sputtered on a furnace-grown AI203 layer and tested to 1250K 
to dellonstrate the feasibility of use on standard engine hardware. Film 
strain gages were also tested (column 4), and fi 1m erosion samples were 
prepared and tested (column 5) to further evaluate possible 
applications and assess potential problems. The strain gaQe tests 
demonstrated the feasibility of miniaturization of instrument sens!>r 
systems wi th pattern line wi dths down to 75 m, and the eros i on tes ts 
pr::>ved the capab i I ity of thi n film meta I coat i nqs to survi ve under 
engine conditions without prohibitive deterioration. Finally, an engine 
test of thin fi 1m thermocouple devices was performed with sensors 
mOlAnted on turbine vanes (column 6). Although problems occurred with 
the thin-film-to-Iead-wire connections, the sensors on the vanes 
survived engine operating conditions for 60 hours in most cases. No 
calibration data was obtained from this experiment. 
The work in column 7 of Table I was performed under the Phase I 
contract, NAS3-20768. (Reference 6), of the on-going three-phase NASA 
program. ReliClt-.le lead wire attachments were developed, feasibility of 
sputtered thermocouples on four different turbine blade alloys was 
demons t.rated, and ei ght sputtered thermocoup Ie systems on f I at bars 
were cycled 30 times to 1250K, with total time of 60 hours at 1?50K for 
each, in a low velocity oxyacetyl~ne flame. Average Ilfe was 42 hours, 
with less than 4 percent drift in calibration. Initidl thermal 
electrOOlOtive force WdS between 1.4 percent above and 3.6 percent below 
reference Type Swire themocouples, including effects of temperature 
1radients of up to 400K a long the length of the thin fi Ims. Drift was 
generally downward at less than C.l percent per hour. The primary 
failure mode was loss of adherence of platinum films. A literat~re 
search and some preliminary experiments resulted in several 
recommendations for improving adherence. 
2.2 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of Phase II, completed under the present Contract 
NAS3-2083l, were as fol lows: 
o Determine the best method to improve adhesion of the thermocouple 
fi Ims to the oxide insulator. 
o Extend the flat surface technology developed in Phase I tCl the 
installation of a thin fi 1m temperature sensor on the intricately 
curved surface of an actual turbine blade. 
o Miniatur~ze the ensor slightly. 
o Adapt the lead-wire-to-thin-film connection to the turhine blade 
application. 
o Extend the test conditions to higher temperatures at the thin-
fi Im-to-Iead-wire connection and hiqher velocities in the exhaust 
gas flow. 
The objective of Phase III is to test sensor systems on actual engine 
rotating turbine b1~~es, with ir.terr.omparison of three temperature 
measurenent techniques: optical pyrometer, wire thermocouple, and thin 
film thermocouple. Test conditions include metal surface temperatures 
up to 1250<, blade tip speeds up to 400 meters per second, wheel 
diameters up to 95 centimeters, centripetai accelerations up to 35,000 
gis, ten start-up a:ld shutdown cycles, and 50 hours of total engine 
r unn; n 9 time. 
The goal s throughout the t~ee phases of th~ pr'lgram are: 75 percent 
survival rate for the 50-hour steady-!':tate portion of the test progrMl, 
of. 1.2 percent initial calibratioo accuracy of a thin film thermocouple, 
and drift rates of 1 ess than 4 percent in 50 hours frern the i ni ti al 
cal ibrati on val I.e. 
SECT ION 3.0 
TECHN!CAL APPROACH 
3.1 THHI FILM SENSOR 
The thin film thermocouple struct.ure selected, based on the experience 
destribed in Sectioo 2.1, is illustrated in Figure 1. A sectior, through 
one leg 0f the thermocouple is shown. 
* THE STABLE A~ERfNT A1203 I~SllATING' AVER IS OOTAIN[D BY 
AT LEAST r') HOURS OXIDATION (AT 130~) OF THE COATING, 
FOllO~D t.,'t Al?03 SPUTTERING. 
Figure 1 Thin Film Thermocouple Cro<.;s-Section 
The thermocouple leg<; are platinum and platinlJTl-10 percent rhodillTl. 
This thermocouple is des;gnated Type S by ANSI Standard MC QIS.1 and is 
met all urgi ca 11 y the s ;,np 1 es t of thos e recommended for ser vi ce up t ('l 
180(J( • 
The key ingredient in the structure shown in Figure 1 is the allJllina 
forming l~rAlY" coating. The coating cOOlposition is typically 1R 
percent Cr, 12 percent Al, 0.5 percent Y, and the b31ance "M", ,,-here 
"M" is selHted for best cOOlpatibi1itv with the turbine blade material. 
7 
11M" may be Fe, Ni, Co, or a combination of Ni and Co. The attractive 
property of this coating is that at high temperatures in air, a dense 
layer of AI203 forms on the surface. When properly grown and fi lied 
by sputtering an additional amount of AI20J onto the surface, this 
AI203 coating is an excellent insulatlng material with high 
dielectric brerlkdown voltage. In C'ddition, this oxide layer is 
mechanically tough and adherent, resisting erosion and spalling through 
~xtended temperature cycling and exposure to high velocity contaminated 
gas flows. When the oxide layer eventually spalls or erodes, a new 
protective oxide soon grows to take its place. It is this property that 
provides extended corrosion protection. The useful life of a thin fi 1m 
sensor ';puttered onto the oxidp ~s ended when the first oxide spal ling 
occurs 
The MC "A I Y coat i ngs, when proper I y f ormu I ated, are duct i Ie, so that 
severe mechctnical and thermal strains are not transmitted to the hard 
oxide layer. The strains within the AI203, therefore, remain within 
the elJstic and buckling limits. 
The strong bond at liB" in FigJre 1, between the oxide layer and the 
MCrAIY material, has been the subject of extensive study and may be 
explained by the presence of the yttrium which combines with other 
constituents of the coating to fonn yttride "pegs" extending into the 
grain boundaries of the coating. 
The bond at "C" in Figure 1, between the oxide layer and the noble 
metal of the thin film th~rmocouple, is not inherently strong because 
the platinur.i and platinum-10 percent rhodium sensor films do not 
readily react chemically with, or chemically bond to, A1203. In 
order to obtain an adherent sensor film, a high energy vacuum 
sputtering process is employed that mechanically embeds the sensor 
metal molecules in a slightly roughened oxide surface. The sen~or is 
ducti Ie compared with the A1203. and the sensor temper~ture 
coefficient of expansion matches that of AI203 reasonably well. 
Theref~"o, the sensor is expected to withstand temperature cyc ling 
stresses with only a qrddual long-tenn shift in electrical resistance 
or change in t,lermocouple electromotive force. 
The bond at "A" in Figure 1, between the MCrAIY coating and the turbine 
blade material, is partially chemical in nature and is ~nhanced by heat 
treatment to promote diffusion and solid solution in the interface 
region. 
No overcoating of the thin fi 1m thermocouples was planned because the 
platinum and platinum-10 percent rhodium fi Ims were thought to be 
resistant to corrosion and erosion, based on results obtained during 
previous engine experiments (Table I, columns Sand 6). However, these 
results did not include calibration accuracy comparisons. 
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3.2 THIN-FILM-TO-LEAO-WIRE OONNECTION 
In the engine test of sample sputtered films, lead-wire connections had 
been fabricated by oversputtering the sensor lead films onto lead wires 
embedded in insulated platfonn holes and reinforcing by application of 
fired platinum paste (Engelhart Industries No. 6869). These lead-wire 
connet:tions failed early. Subsequently, during the Phase I developnent 
program (Reference 6), a number of alternative techniques for lead-wire 
attachment were investigated, and a successful hot cOOlpression bonding 
techni que was developed. Thi s techni que was then used throughout the 
Phase I and Phase II tests of sample thennocouple systems (furnace 
cycling, vibration tests, and combustor exhaust gas-stream tests) wHh 
excellent resillts. This bonding technique is described in Reference (. 
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SECT ION 4. a 
SENSOR SYSTEM REQUIREft£NTS 
During the design of the thin film temperature sensor systems to meet 
the overall goals of the program, five major specifications were give" 
speci al consi derati on. These speclfi cati ons are defi ned in tr.:o 
contract and include size, accuracy, reliability, envirol1l1ent, and 
blade material. This section describes specifications of the contract. 
4.1 PHYSICAL SIZE 
The maximum permissible value of four physic.al dimensions of the thin 
film sensor system are specified in the contract. These are: sensor 
measuranent-zone (hot junction) size; film width from the measurement 
zone to the fil~to-lead-wire connect~on; thickness of the overall thin 
film portion of the sensor assembly, including insulator; and lead wire 
diameter. The following tabulation ccmpares these maximum allowable 
di mens ions with those act ua 11 Y sel ected f or the sens or system. 
D imensi ons 
Meas ur anent-Zone Size 
Film Wi dth 
Film Thickness 
Maximum Permissible Val ue 
in Cootract Specificati on 
lffi il s) Iifu!I 
Lead Wire Sheath Di ameter 
50 
50 
0.6 
32 
1.27 
1.27 
0.015 
0.813 
Act ua 1 Val ue 
(rrrn) 
1.27 
1.09 
0.004 
0.813 
The specification also required that the lead-wire cable assembly be 
capable of withstanding a temperature of 1140K (16000 F). The lead 
wire cable used in these experiments has a temperature capability of 
IS00K ( 28000 F) • 
4.2 ACCURACY 
The following accuracy specification goals are defined in the contract 
(the percentages are based on temperature expressed in degrees 
F arhenhei t): 
1. Accuracy of reference wire thermocouples, ~.75 percent. 
2. Reference wire thermocouple maximum drift, 1 percent during the 
full testi ng program. 
3. Agreement of thin film thermocouples with reference wire 
thermocoupl es. as fabri cated at start of testi ng program +1.5 
percent. 
4. Thin film thermocouple maximum calibration shift goal, 5 percent 
during the full testing program. 
11 
The reference thermocouples used in the experiments exceeded t"f' 
accuracy specifications of items 1 and 2. The achieved accuracy of 
thin film thermocouples (items 3 and 4) will be discussed in Section 
6.0. Results. 
4.3 RELIABILITY 
The contract specifies the fail ure rate goal for the thi n f11m 
thennocouple system. due to any failure which renders the system 
inoperative. as 25 percent or less during the full testing program. 
The achieved reliability will be> discussed in Section 6.0. Results. 
4.4 tNV IRON r.[ NT 
The contract established six environmental conditions for evaluation of 
the thi n f; 1 .... ! 'rmcoupl e systems: 
L Maximlll1 operat':ng temperature. 12SCJ< (lOOOOF); 
2. Test temperature profile as defined by Figure 2: 
3. Fl.a:'l source for the exhau~f gas flame. hydrocarbon fuel; 
4. Twenty c(l11plete thennal cycles frOO! rO(lT1 temperature to the 1140 
to 1:'50< (1600 to 10000 F) temperature rang€'; 
5. Exhaust gas conditions of nominally 1 atmosph2re pressure and a 
Mach number t'anqf' of 0.5 to n.7. 
6. Peak vibrational accelerations of liP to 8 Q'S in any or all Jxes 
()V('I' a frequf'ncy range of 1()O to 400 Hedz. 
The fallowing tabulation cClTlpares thE'se contract requirements with the 
actual conditions during the tE'st program. 
MaximllTl Operati n9 
T Pmper ,~t ure 
T ffitpt'r at LJr e r rof i 1 e 
Gas Flame Sow'ce 
R O(lT1 T ffi1 P • toM a x. T ffil P • 
NlMTlher of lycl es 
Contract 
Sp_f'_0J_I C a ~i_ on 
See r iClure ;' 
H y(1I'oc ,1t'11 on rue 1 
1140 to 1:50< 
(160(1 t 0 1 MOOr) 
Actual Test 
C (1ndi t ion 
See r igure ? 
H ydroc at' h on F liE' 1 
71 
Cootract 
Specifi cati on 
Achi eyed 
Conditi 00 
Exhaust Gas Conditions: 
Naninal Pressure 
Mac h Number 
Vibration Testing: 
L eve l/F reque ncy 
Axes 
4.5 BLADE ~TER IAL 
1 atmos phere 
0.5 to 0.7 
8 g' s/lOO to 400 Hertz 
Any or All; 
1 hour on each axi s 
1 atmos phere 
0.5 
8 g' 5/100 to 400 Hertz 
Each of Three Axes, 
M ut Lla 11 y per pe nd i cu 1 ar; 
1 hour on each axis 
The contract defines the preferred blade material as Pltt"1 1422, a 
modified Ml\R-M-200 nickel base alloy. The blade materi al :>elected for 
use was MAR-M-200 + hafnium. 
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Cootractually Specified Surface Trolperature Profile - Blade 
surface temperatures during the test program were within 
the tolerance hand. 
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SECTION 5.0 
FABRI CAT! ON AND TEST PROCEDURES 
Two sets of turbine blades were instrumenl.ed with thin film 
thennocoupl es for two different purposes. One set was prepared for a 
"Perfonnance Eval uati on Program" in which the perfonnance of the thi n 
film thennocoupl es was eval uated in simul ated engi ne condi ti ons. The 
other set was used in an "Adherence Evaluation Program" to evaluate 
factors affecting adherer.ce of the thin film thennocouples to the 
insulating layer. The fabrication and test procedures for these two 
programs are described below. 
5.1 PERFORw\NCE EVAL LU\T ION PROffiAM 
5.1.1 Description of Test Pieces 
Six thi n film thermocoupl e sensor systE!l1s and four reference wi re 
thennocoupl es were fabri cated on each of three standard producti on 
turbi ne bl ades (desi gnated Blades No.1, No.2, and No.3) as shown in 
Figure 3. The blade material was ~R-M-200 plus hafnillll. Three thin 
film thermocouples and one reference wire thermocouple were installed 
on each side of the airfoil. The airfoil reference thennocouples were 
install ed as shown (Thermocoupl e A), centered withi n 5 mm of the three 
thin film thennocouple junctions. The other reference wire 
thermocouples were installed on the blade platfonn top surface near the 
thin-fil~to-lead-wire connections (Thennocouple B). 
Lead wire pigtails 2-em long of 0.075-mm 0.0. platinum or platinum-10 
percent rhodium wire were hot canpression bonded to the thin films on 
the top of each platfonn. (In an actual engine installation, the film 
woul d extend around the pl atfonn edge to the undersi de of the pl atfonn, 
and connecti ons woul d be made in that regi on to ensure centri petal 
loading in the safe directi0"'.) One end of a 60-cm length of 0.81-mm 
0.0. platinum-10 percent rhodilJ'll sheathed dual-thermocouple extension 
wire was strap welded to the root fir tree. Each extension wire 
contained two 0.127-mm 0.0. conductors (one platinum and one 
platinu~lO percent rhodillll) in magnesium oxide ceramic insulation. 
These two conduct ors were tweezer wel ded to the 0.075-mm O. O. pi gtai 1 s 
of the thin film sensor systE!l1. The exposed lead wires were then 
embedded in ceramic cement (Cerama-dip No. 538). A thermocouple 
connector was used at the other end of the 60-cm long sheathed cable to 
connect long Type S extension wires to a temperature recorder. 
The reference wire thennocoupl es were grounded Type Swire (fonned from 
additiona~ 60-em lengths of the 0.8l-mm 0.0. high-temperature sheathed 
cable) spot welded at locations "A" and liB II shown in Figure 3 to 
provide referenCf: measurE!l1ents of surface temperature. The thermocouple 
wire used was Type S reference grade (.:!: 2.51< accuracy at l300<) . 
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5.1.2 Fabrication Procedures 
The basic f abri cat i on procedure is out 1 i ned in Table 11. A narrat i 'Ie 
descriptiOt1 of each step is provided following the table for a clear 
understanding of the principal requirenents in fabricating thin film 
thermocouple systems on coated turbine blades. The procedure is 
similar to that described previously in Reference 6, with the 
additional speCification that laboratory dew point be maintained below 
282K (480F) during Steps 9 through 15, and a requirenent for scanning 
electron mi croscope p.xami nati on of a sample of each batch of bl ades 
(Step 11). 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
TABLE II 
OUTLH£ OF FPBRICATION PROCEDURE FOR 
THIN FILM THERMJCOUPLE ELEfI£NTS 
Pol ish and cl ean the t urbi ne blade surface 
Vapor hone 
Electron beam vapor deposition coat with MCrA1Y 
Dry glass bead peen the coating 
Pol ish the coat; ng 
Grit bl ast the coati ng 
Heat treat at 13SO< for 4 hours in dry hydrogen 
Oxidize in air at 1300< for a maximum of 50 hour's 
Sputter A12DJ 
Age at 12501< for 1 hour 
Examine surface, using scanning electron microscope. 
Accept or Reject 
Mask for plat i num 
Sputter pl atinum 
Mask for plat i num-l0 perce nt rhodi lJI1 
Sputter pl at; num-1 0 percent rhodi um 
Attach 1 eads by hot com pr es s i on bond; ng 
Age at 12501< to stabilize films and eliminate short circuits 
1. After casting and machining, the turbine blades were mechanically 
polished on all surfaces to be deposited with thin films to a 
surface finish of 0.25 -+{l.1 micrometers (J.lm) measured on a Talysurf 
profi1(JTleter. All test- pieces were then degreased in methylene 
chl 1ri de, cleaned in an ul transoni c A lconox detergent bath, ri nsed 
in boiling deionized water until no detergent residue renained, 
rinsed in hot isopropyl alcohol, soaked in a hot ultrasonic Freon 
12 bath, and given a final hot freon vapor rinse. After cleaning, 
the tes t pi eces were handl ed with cotton or nylon gloves to prevent 
011 or grease contami nat; on, and were stored ina dessi cant chMlber 
here and between all subsequent opel' at ions. 
2. Each piece was vapor-honed (grit-blasted with a water spray) just 
bef ore coat i ng. 
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3. A 120 ~m :!: 25 ~m N iCd:rA lY coati n9 was then appl ied by the el ectron 
becrn vapor deposition process by evaporation from a molten pool of 
the coating material in a vaculITI chamber. per PWA 270 
specifications. A three-orientation process was enployed to t:oat 
the des 1 red areas. 
4. The fi nished coati ng was dry gl ass bead-peened to increase its 
density. 
5. The coating surface was repolished mechanically to a 0.25 ,!O.1 ~m 
fi nish. 
6. The surface was then 1ig,t1y grit blasted (320 grit A120J at 
150 t() 300 k Pa pressure at about 45-degree incidence angle and 8-cm 
di stance) to produce a controlled surf ace roughness for adherence 
of p1 atinum films. (The grit bl asting does not change the measured 
ari thmeti c average roughness, but al ters the texture from a mirror 
like surface to a dull gray.) The entire cleaning procedure was 
repeated after polishing and aQain ",ft~r grit blasting. 
7. The turbine blades were then heat treated at 135CJ< (197S0 F) in 
cry hydrogen at a pressure of 100 k Pa for four hours. The 
envi rorrnent duri ng thi s hydrogen heat treatment is extremel y 
criti cal to the ultimate success of the th; n film sensor systen. 
The purpose; s to stabil ;ze the coati ng, to start the migrati on of 
aluminum toward the surface, and to start the gradual growth of a 
dense, hard, and adherent layer of A120J in an oxygen-poor 
envirorment. The partial pressure of oxygen should be less than 
10-5 Pas ca 1 (Pa ) • Exces s i ve oxyge n res ults in the appear ance of 
poorly adherent blue oxides of chromium and cobalt, as well as 
spinels (Cr-Al-O compounds). It is believed that an argon 
atmosphere or a vacuum would produce as good a result as hydrogen, 
but these alternatives were not explored in this program. 
Contamination by more than 0.1 ppm of gaseous water, chlorine, 
sodillTl, or hydroxyl radical during the heat treatment can result in 
a poor A120J structure such as the stringy reticulated whiskers 
of low adhesi on des cri bed in Reference 7. 
8. All turbine blades were cleaned in a Freon 12 rinse and oxidized at 
130()( for 50 hours in air in a clean oxidation furnace. The furnace 
used was a Marshall oven with high-purity a1l1T1inllTl oxide muffle, 
dedicated to this oxidation process and never used for any other 
pur pos e. 
9. From this point on durillg the fabrication procedure, care was taken 
to expose the blades to an atmosphere with a dew point no higher 
than 282K !480F) to avoid the fonnation of absorbed layers of 
water molecules which were found to be detrimental to platinum film 
adherence. At hig,er humidities, surface condensation of moisture 
can occur readily during cleaning procedures employing vol atile 
solvents such as Freon, for example. The turbine blades were 
cleaned in a Freon 12 rinse and sputtered with 1.0 to 1.5 Jolm of 
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A12OJ. A Materials Research Corporation IS-an dianeter tt'ARZ 
grade A l20J pl anar target (99.992 percent puri ty) was used. and 
the s putteri ng was done ina an r. f. di ode sputter; ng system at 
1100 VOC (self bias) for about 9 hours in an argon-5 percent o~gen 
gas m ixt ur e at S x 10-1 Pa. The 1 ocat i on and ori ent at i on of the 
blade relative to the Al20J source target are shown in Figure 
4. The bl ade was hel d stati onary duri ng sputtering. Therefore. 
two sputtering runs were required to coat all surfaces. The 
concave surface was always sputtered first. It was found that if 
the insulation resistance was over 100 ohms at this point. then the 
subsequent heat treatments associ ated with aging the sputtered 
Al203' lead wire bonding. and aging the platinum and 
platlnu~10 percent rhodium films brought the resistance above 20 
megohms due to the growth of add1ti onal A l20J at 1 nterf ace B of 
Figure 1. In this way. during the fabrication procedure the total 
expos ure ti me of the turbi ne blades in ai r to temper at ures in the 
1100 to BOOK range was ordi narily below 75 hours. 
------
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Figure 4 Orientation of TlJ"'bine Blade During Sputtering 
10. After sputtering, each turbine blade was aged at 12S()( for one hour 
to ensure the formation of cr-A1203 structure in the sputtered 
A 1203. 
11. The A1203 surface was then examine~ with a scanning electron 
microscope to ensure that a surface structure reasonably conducive 
to adherence of platinum had been formed. 
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12. The turbine blades were then masked for platintln film, using the 
tape plus positive photoresist method. Strips of 3M No. 218 tape 
were applied directly to the slrface to cover areas which would 
becane platinum films. The entire surface was then painted with 
liquid ~otores1st (Shipley No. AZ-1350-J), a material which 
hardens to a protective layer when baked at 470<, but which can be 
eilsily removed lat~r with a solvent. After baking, the tape was 
removed to expose the film pattern. The surfacr: was then 
ultrasoni cally cleaned ina Freon 12 bath at roan temperature to 
remove traces of tape residue. The Freon 12 ul trasonic bath 
temperature was raised to 32CJ<, and the cleaning was continued (for 
several hours in sane cases) until a water break test indicated no 
residue. In the water break test, deionized water is placed on the 
surface. If it flows into a film over the entire surface, with no 
breaks, the ciean11ness is acceptable. This cleaning procedure was 
found to be critical to success, since any tape residue severely 
degraded the adherence of the plat i nlJll films. 
13. PlatintJn was then r.f. diode sputtered to a thickness of 2.0 #1m 
using a 15-en diM1eter, 99.98 percent platinlJll plane target in a 
pur~ argon gas at 5 x 10-1 Pa at 000 VOC for 4.5 hours. Blade 
orientation (Figure 4) and sequence (concave side first) were the 
same as for A120J sputtering. After sputtering, the photoresist 
was remo'ted by washing with Shipley AZ-1350 Remover solvent. Any 
remai ni ng traces of photores i st were removed by char"i ng in an oven 
at 700 to 800<. 
14. and 
15. The turbi ne blades were rem as ked and sputtered with plat i nlJll-10 
percent rhodi um films to the SMle thickness range as the pl atinlJll 
films. usi ng thermocoup1 e qua 1 ity target mater; a1. All sputteri ng 
parameter's were the same as t hose used for pl ati nllll. After 
photoresist removal, all films were then tape tested for adherence, 
using Dodge Industries No. 2045-5 tape pressed firmly in place over 
test patterns and then removed by pulling vertically. If more than 
1 percent of the film area was removed. the f 11m adherence was 
judged not acceptable. 
16. The hot compression bonding procedure of Reference 6 was used for 
fabricating lead wire attachments. 
17. After fabrication and lead wire attacment, the assembly was aged 
in air for one hour at 125(J( to stabilize the platinllTl and 
platinum-l0 percent rhodiLITI films. If resistance to ground was 
found to be less than 20 megohms at this stage, the assembly was 
aged in air for additional periods of 25 hours at 125(J( to grow 
additional Al?03 under the lead wire junction. If the 
resistance could not be increased to 70 megohms after a total of 
150 hours in air at 1?SO<, the assembly was rejected. 
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5.1.3 Oyen tal1brat1 on Tests 
Initial calibration of thin fl1m sensor systems on blades was conducted 
in a laboratory oven with a chamber size of 10 an x 10 an x 23 an. The 
open1 n9 to the oyen was c1 osed except for a slot 1 arge enough to allow 
the a1rfol1 of the blade to be 1 nserted with the blade chord in a 
horizon'"ll position. The root of the blade was cooled by blowing air 
over t;.e roC't fir tree. The thennoco!lpl es were connected to a 
multichannel thermocouple chart recorder containing reference cold 
junctions and calibrated for ANSI Type S thennocouples fran SIlK 
(1 ()()()OF) to 13661< (20000F) with an accuracy of +1(J(. In addition, a 
Lewis thennocouple switch permitted manual serection of anyone 
thermocoupl e read; ng on a precisi on digital temperature 1 ndi cator with 
traceable accuracy of !5K with ANSI type S thermocouples. 
The usual oven calibration test procedure consisted of a 5-hour cycle 
to 1250< conducted as f 011 ows: 
o 2-hour w~rm up to 1250< (as indicated by the hi~est-reading 
reference wire thermocouple on the blade) with cooling air blowing 
over the root; 
o 2-hour soak at l2SO< with )oling air blowing over the root; 
o 1-hour cool down to roCJT1 tenperature with cooling air blowing over 
the root. 
The object (jf these tests was to compare the output of the thi n film 
thermocouple to that of its adjacent referencp wire thennocoup1e. Note 
that a temperature gradient was imposed on the blade. This gradient was 
necessary to eva~ uate the thermal electrCJT10ti ve force generated by the 
thin films. In the absence of a temperature gradient, no thermal 
e1ectrCJT1oti ve force would be generated by either the thin film or 
r~ference thermocouple systems on the blades, and the electromotive 
force recorded would b~ that Qenerated in the extension leads frOO1 the 
platfonn to the recording- system cold junction. fhe recorded 
information in the absence of a temperature gradient between the 
platf orm and ai rf oil thermocoupl e 1 ocat ions waul d provi de no 
information on thin film thermocouple calibration. 
Any ananalies in the thin film thermocouple, such as variations in film 
composition along its length or leakage to ground through the A1(0) 
ins ulati ng layer, woul d, in t he presenc~ of a temper at ure gr adi ent, 
result in a temperature indication different from that of the actual 
junction temperature by an amount dependent upon the temperature 
gradi ent. 
These oven calibration tests werE> also performed at any other time in 
the testing program that a calibrat.ion verification was required. 
Additional oven tests wre performed on Bhde No.2 to study long-term 
calibration drift. The SMne equi~nt and instrllTlentation was used, 
but the time dt l?SO< w~s extended to 50 hours. 
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5.1.4 Combustor Tests 
Two of the fully instrLl11ented turbine blade specimens (BladH 1 and 3) 
were subjected to an exhaust gas envi rorment test by exposing each 
specimen in a combustor rig fla.., as shown in Figure 5. The exhaust gas 
was directed t.oward the blade midspan leading edge, simulating a 
typical engine zero incicMnce angle. The exhaust gas Mach nLl11ber was 
approximately 0.5, as determi ned fran measurements of air supply total 
vol""e fla.. and combustor exit nozzle flow area. Figure 6 shows three 
photogra phs of Blade No. 1 duri ng the canbustor test. 
The following test sequence was conducted for Blades 1 and 3: 
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., Fifty hours at nomi nal tenperature profile (see Figure 2). 
including 50 cycles from 5nblent to maxim"" to "",bient 
temper~ure. Each cycle conshted of 1 hour at l2,)()( e~ indicated 
by the t:i~est reference thermocouple reading on the blade airfoil 
surface. Test sensors and refercr1ce wire thennoco~'ples were 
monitored. 
o Twenty cyel es from ambi ent to naninal temperature prof 0 e to 
ambient tenperature. Time at maximlll1 temper~ture was 20 minutes in 
each cyele. Test sensor and reference thermocouples were monitored. 
o Three hours at nominai ternper at ure profile. Test setlsor and 
ref~ence thermocouples were monitored. 
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Thus, the total time at maximlJ11 temperature in hot gas flow was at 
1 east 59. 7 hours for each specimen tested. 
The i nstrlll1entati on for these tests was the same as that used in the 
oven calibrations. A continuous chart recording of all operati onal test 
sensor and reference thermocouples was obtained. In addition, readings 
were taken at selected times using the preci sion digital temperature 
i ndi cator. 
The temperature error of the reference wire thermocouple on the airfoil 
duri ng the canbustor tests due to aerodynami c effects not present 
during oven tests was estimated to be less than 51<. The possible error 
arises fran conduction of heat into the grounded thennocouple junction 
from the individual thermocouple lead wires. These lead wires are on 
or slightly above the blade surface in the hot flow and therefore at a 
tenperature above the local blade surface temperature. (Note that the 
glowing sheath of the thermocouple extension wire is easily visible in 
Figure 6). The 51< esti mate is based on the observat" on that the area 
for heat conduction into the junction (lead wire cross section area) is 
about 100 times smaller than the area for hE'dt condJction out of the 
flattened grounded junction and into the blade surface. Since the path 
lengths and thermal conduct; viti es are about equal, then the 
temperature difference between blade and junction is expected to be 100 
times smaller than the temperature difference between the juncti on and 
the lead wire. Even if the latter is on the order of 50CJ<, the fonner 
is only on the order of 51<. It should further be noted that no cooling 
air was supplied to the internal cooling passages in the blade. 
Therefore local temperature gradients normal to the blade surface 
withi n the bl ade were small. 
5.1.5 Vibration Tests 
Vibration testing of two turbine blade specimens (Blades No.1 and No. 
3), canpletely instrlJT1ented with thin film thermocouples, reference 
wire thermocouples, and extension leads, was performed using a Ling 
model A300-B electrodynamic vibration exciter having a force rating of 
15,500 newtons (3500 pounds force) and a freque ncy range of 5 to 3000 
Hertz. 
Each blade was attached to the exciter table using F-88 dental cement. 
Testing was performed with the blade oriented in each of three mutually 
perpendicular axes. In each axis, the blade was subjected to a peak 
vibrati on 1 evel of 8 g's for 1 hour at a frequency sweep range of 100 
to 400 Hertz and a rate of ooe octave per minute. 
Vibration testing of Blade 3 was performed prior to thennal testing. 
Vibration testing of Blade 1 was perfonned between the last two items 
of the canbustor test sequence. 
Electrical continuity and insulation resistance of the sensors were 
measured before and after vibration testing. 
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5.2 AlliERENCE EVALlV\TION PROmAM 
The physics and chemistry of surface adherence were discussed 1n the 
Phase I report (Reference 6). Seven factors were identified that could 
affect plat inurn film adherence on turbi ne blades. These factors are: 
1. Alumina-forming NiC~rA1Y coating 
2. Humidity effects 
3. Masking techniques 
4. Sputteri ng parMleters 
5. Reacti ve sputtering 
6. Precoat s 
7. Field-assisted bonding 
FMlrication methods and test procedures were developed to evaluate 
these seven factors. 
5.2.1 Des cr i pt i oo_~I..~ t Pieces 
Four turbine blades we"e chosen for instrlJT1entatioo and testinq to 
investigate adhe"ence effects. Two blades (A and B) were coated "with 
NiC~rA1Y by the Chromalloy Corporatioo. and the other blades (C and 0) 
were coated by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. 
The pattern of thin film thermocouples shown in Fiqure 7 was sputtered 
on one side of each blade. This pattern consists of a common 
p1at.inum-10 percent rhodilJll film element intersectinq four platinum 
film elements to form four thermocouple junctions. The four platinum 
elements were spJttered usinq the following four diffp.rent. sputtering 
techniques thought to affect adherence: 
o Film No. ') - Standard platinum. that is, p1atimn sputtered in 
argon; 
o Film No.3 - Standard platinum plus sputtered chromiun precoat. 
500 Angstroms thick; 
o Film No. ? - Standard platinum plus sputtered platinum-tO percent 
rhodi LIn precoat. 500 Angstroms thick; ,lnd 
(I Film No.4 - Standard platinum reactively sputtered (SO percent 
o'l(YQt~n plus SO percent argon for 5 minutec;. followed tly standard 
s pu t t er i ng i n ar gon ) • 
o In addition, an pxtra platinum film (No. fi) was sputterpd for 
field-assist tpsts. 
T~ extra tec:;t ~tches of each materi al were sputtered on pach til adp to 
permit tape testinq and pull testinq to destructic1n for adhert'nce 
t'vallJation before a"nd after flamp t~stinQ. The locatioo of refprencp 
wirt3 thennocouples is also shown in FiglJrt'" 7. 
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B 1 ;\ d t> sA. R • r. ,H1l1 [). 
S.:.: Mo<iific"tim of FabricatiOfl Proct>l1m't>s 
Iht> fahric,\tioll proct'durt>s outlint>d in I\t'rtion S.1.: wt'rp m(ldifipd in 
th!' folll'wi nq m"n"t'r: 
o Steps 1 through 11 - No change in the fabrication procedure. 
o Steps 12 through 15 - Two types of masking procedures were used. 
One of these was the normal method of masking described in Section 
5.1.2. In this case steps 12 through 15- would be unchanged, 
resulting in the normal sputtering of the standard platinum and 
platinum-1e percent rhodium legs. Then additional steps are added 
after step 15 to mask and sputter for the remainder of the legs. 
o The other masking method is called crossed-tape masking and was 
tried in an attempt to simplify the masking steps. In this 
method, the entire pattern of Figure 7 wa~ masked according to the 
normal procedure. Then, as e~ch leg of the pattern was sputtered, 
spec i a I sh ,dow masks were used to cover a II part~ of the pattern 
except the one being sputtered. These shadow masks were formed by 
t~pe doubled in such a way that no adherent sides were exposed or 
touched the sllrfaces to be sputtered. This is done to prevent 
contamination of clean surfaces. Thus, between sputtering runs, 
only shadow masks were moved to expose the next leg of the 
pattern. Crossed-tape masking was used in trials on three of the 
blades (At C. and D), and normal tape masking was used on final 
fabrication of two blades (A and C). 
o Steps 16 and 17 - These steps were performed in the manner 
described in Section 5.1.2. 
An 3dditional step was performed for the field-assist bonding ~e~cribed 
in Reference 7 for enhancement of adherence. With the blade at II40K, 
a positive direct-current voltage was applied to the No. () fi 1m. and 
the voltage was increased until a current flow of 10 microamperes was 
observed. - After 10 minutes. the voltage was removed. 
5.2.3 Thermal Tests 
T'!IIo of the four turbine blades (A and B) were subjecte~ to an exhaust 
gas environment test by exposing each specimen to an oxyacetylene torch 
flame. as shown in Figure 8. The torch was directed towar~ the convex 
(suction) surface of the hlade (opposite the test sensor~) to avoid 
exposure of the thin fi 1m sensors and reference wire thermocoup les to 
flame radiation temperature. The duration of each flame test was SO 
hours at I250K. as determined by the readin~ of reference wire 
thermocouple No.7. and included at least 10 cycles to room temperature. 
During flame tests of Blade A. temperature indications from three of 
the th in film thermocoup I es were man itored cont i nuous I y. These three 
th~rmocouples were: 
o platinum-I0 percent rhodium versus platinum; 
o platinum-IO percent rhodium versus platinum + chromium; and 
o platinum-l0 percent rhodium versus platinum + oxygen. 
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Figure 8 Oxyacetylene Torch Test Arrangement 
The four Type S reference wire thermocoup les and a scanning optica I 
pyrOOleter measured the blade temperature distribution. A temperature 
gradient of about 400K (7000F) was maintained between the thin fi 1m 
thermocouple junctions on the airfoi I and the lead-wire-to-fi 1m 
connections on the platform. 
One or more oven calibration tests to 1250K were conducted before and 
after flame tests, as described in Section 5.1.3. 
5.2,4 Adherence Tests 
Tape adherence tests were conducted on the films and sample patches of 
each material before and after flame tests. The percentage of fi 1m 
removed by the tape was measured. 
A wire-pul I tensi Ie test was conducted to evaluate adherence. A 3-mi I 
di ameter wire was epoxy cemented to each samp Ie patCh of sputtered 
material on the blade, and to the field-assisted platinum fi 1m near 
midspan on the airfoil, 1n an area of about 1.?5-rrrn rliameter. The 
tensi Ie force was applied normal to the surface, and the amount of 
force required to pu II the fi 1m from the surface, or break the wire, 
was measured. 
Sect ions of Blade A and Blade C were sent to the Un i ted Techno I oq i es 
Research Center for examination by a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
to determine whether the alumina surface morphology offered any clue to 
an explanation of platinum fi 1m adherence differences. 
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SECTl~ 6.0 
RESUL TS 
InS ect ionS. 0, t he Perf onn an ce Eva 1 uat ion P rogr M1 was des cr i bed f; rs t , 
followed by the description of the Adherence Evaluation Progrcrn. This 
was done to present a general description of the fabrication procedure 
first, followed by variations of that procedure. 
In thi s sect ion, t he Adherence Eva 1 uat ; on P rogr M1 res ults will be 
presented fi rst because they were perfonned fi rst. 
6.1 AGiERENCE EVAlI1\TI~ PROffiAM 
The resul ts of tape testi ng on the films and patchs of the four turbi ne 
blades designated Blades A, B, C, and 0 (Figure 7) are shown in Table 
III. In the body of the table, the number represents the percentage of 
film rl.JOaining after the tape test. Infonnation is p"esented on both 
film" and patches and on both crossed-tape and nonnal masking. The 
data are sunmed up in a final Adherence Rating for each coating on each 
blade. (It should be noted that this Adherence Ratinq does not inclooe 
data fran the junction areo. This will be discussed under Section 
6.1.3, Masking Techniques.) The effects on adherence for each of seven 
sel ected factors are revi ewed bel C1ii. 
6. 1.1 Coat i n9 Struct ur e 
The most significant adherence factor was the source of the alllTlina-
forming NiCl:i:rAlY coating. On two blades (A and B) the coating source 
was an outside vendor. On the other two blades (C and 0), the coating 
was accanplished in-house. Both coatinqs (vendor and in-house) 
regularly meet the primary requirenent of the PW/\ 270 coating which is 
the usual turbine blade corrosion protection used for in-service 
engi nes • 
The Adherence Ratinqs in Table III show that all films sputtered on 
vendor-coated blades-(A and B) using nonnal masking procedures survived 
the entire adherence test program. including tape tests, photoresist 
removal, oven cycling, 50-hour flame tests at 12SCl< surface 
temperature, and sLDsequent wire-pull tensile tests. All films 
sputtered on in-house coated blades (C and D) showed poor adhesion 
initi ally and did not survive tape tests or photoresist removal. 
In one case, platinum films were sputtered simultaneously on one blade 
of each twe (Blade A and Blade C). Even in this case, adherence was 
excellent on the vendor-coated Blade A and poor on the in-house coated 
Blade C. 
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The results of the wire-pull tensile tests of adherence on Blades A and 
B (after 50-hour flilTle tests), utilizing steel wires epoxy-cemented to 
the films, showed that film bond strength exceeded the 100 grams force 
(1.8 Newtons) breaking strength of the wire in every case. The tests 
were repeated on at 1 east two different areas of every film. 
The results of scanning electron microscope (SEM) examination of the 
A120::1 slrface structure on Blades A and C are shown in Figures 9 
and 10, respecti ve1y. B1 ade A displays the expected dense fi ne-grai ned 
A120J structtre with sane flat scales and surface re-entry 
features, believed i;o be conducive to good mechanical adherence of 
metal fi1m~, while Blade C displays a coarse patchy structure. The 
coarse structure was fragile and easily removed, and apparently 
explains the poor adherence of metal films on Blade C. The coarse 
structure is extremely unusual. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) 
showed no striking difference in atonic species present on tile surfaces 
of the two blades except the presencp of a Significant iITIount of iron 
on Blade C, thought to be a trace of residual Fe20:3 polishing 
rouge. Salt or water vapor contamination during A120::1 growth, which 
can produce a whiskery, poorly adherent oxide (Reference 7), is 
believed to be ruled out since no whiskers or chlorine were detected. 
Further SEM examination of the Blade C oxide structure (Figure 11) 
reveals a corncob appearance with a demarco.tion plane within the 
corncob stru;:t ure at the 6000-Angstrcm depth. The corncob extends below 
this level to a depth of 11,000 Angstroms. BelQtl this is a 
close-grained A120:3 surface. It appears that the initial growth of 
A l20J was nonnal duri ng heat treatment in hydrogen, and perhaps 
during part of the furnace ox'idation in air. By the end of the 
oxidation process, the coarse nodular corncob structure had developed 
and was preserved duri ng subsequent sputteri ng of A 120:3 and heat 
treatment in air. The literature reveals that various nodular, 
cellular, or columnar Al?~ structures can be produced by growth on 
aluminum surfaces contalnlng asperities or on aluminlJTl surfaces 
pretreated with phosphoric or chromic acid in pr"paration for epoxy 
adhesive bonding of aluminum panels (Reference 9). The corncob 
structure is reminiscent of these structures but not exactly like any 
previously reported structure. Surface finish and oxidation were the 
same on all blades. In fact, Blade A and Blade C were uxidized in the 
silTle furnace at the silTle time. Therefore, it appears that the 
difference in structure may have stenmed from sane difference in 
i niti al coati ng surface chem cal canpositi on. 
The conclusion reached is that the oxide structure of Figure 9 is 
conduci ve to adherence of pl ati num film, and that the struct ure can be 
produced repeatably when the original electron beam vapor deposition 
coating process is carried out in the coomer~cal vendor facility, 
follcwing Pw\ 270 coating specifications. The repeatability of the 
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where the second film overl apped the first film to fonn a thermocouple 
junctioo. In these regions, t~e sputtered films were dis col oLd and 
poorly adherent. A typical se~ence of masking and sputtering steps, 
and the resulting reQion of poor adherence, is diagramned in Figure 13. 
POOTCRES 1ST PLATINUM lEG REVERSED TAPE MASK 
A. TAPE-PLUS-PHOTORESIST MASK AFTER B. SPUTTERING SET-UP FOR PLATINUM 
REMOVAL OF TAPE AND CLEANING 
PLAT INUM - 10% 
REVERSED TAPE MASK RHODIUM lEG 
r,. SPUTTFRING SET -UP FOR PLATINUM 
- 1 ~ PHOD ruM 
REGIONS OF DISCOLORATION AND 
D. FI~AL PATTERN AFTER REMOVAL 
OF PHOTORESIST 
Figure 13 Crossed-Tape Masking Procedure, Showing Region of Poorly 
Adherent Films at Juncti 00. 
It was concluded that two difficulties contributed to the poor result. 
F i r c ': , where the tape sha~ow mask forms one edge of a sputtered reQi on 
(th;~: is, at X or Y in Figure 13) the nearby bare Al?DJ surface on 
which the sputtered film was being deposited could becane contaminated 
by accidental sputter etching of the tape itself. Second, finn contact 
3S 
of the tape shadow mask with the AI203 surface was d1ff1cult to 
ach1eve 1n region X or Y, and overheating and "burning" of the 
sputtered film could occur locally due to rf potenthl field 
concentrati cns in these areas. I n the case of Blades A and B, where 
adherence of films was a I ways bet ter than on Blades C and 0, some 
success was achieved with crossed tape mask1ng, but results were always 
better with standard masking (Table III). In the case of Blades C and 
0, where adherence was poor with either procedure, ~"e worst results 
were obtained with the crossed tape masking procedure. 
6.1.4 Sputtering Parameters 
There are several excellent reviews (as for flxamp:e, Reference 10) 
descr1bing the effect of sputtering process variables on the Quality of 
the resulting thin fi 11'1. The platinum fi Ims in the Phase II program 
are sputtered in an argon env1ronment in diode systems from IS-em 
diameter flat targets. In these diode systems, increasing the power 
increases the sputtering rate and mi ght be expected to increase the 
impact energy and enhance adherence, but increasing the sputterinQ rate 
also increases the heating of substrates. The positive photoresist used 
for masking begins to decompose at 50')1., setting an upper limit on the 
sputtering rate of about 5000 AngstrOOIs per hour. A more heat-resistant 
negative photoresist has been tried in another program, permitting 
sputtering rates ~~ to 15,000 Angstroms per hour. The resulting 
platinum fi Ims (on vendor-coated blades) show the same excel lent 
adherence and the same calibration properties. The current conclusion 
is that, on vendor-coated blades, adherence and ca I ; brat i on are not 
sensitive to sputtering power over this energy range. The positive 
photoresist is preferable to the negative photores,st because it is 
easier to remove completely with routine cleaning procedures. 
It should be remarked that various degrees of sputter etching prior to 
deposition of platintml were employed during the NAS3-20768 contract 
work (Reference 6) and that none enhanced adherence. In fact, excessive 
sputter etching appeared to degrade adherence, possibly through 
decompositicn of the photoreSist. No etching was used in Phase II 
fabrication. 
6.1.5 Reactive Sputteri~ 
The use of 50 percent oxygen/50 percent a;-90n a; the sputt()r i ng gas 
dt.ring the first few minutes of sputtering of platinum, in the hope of 
enhancing adherence through formation of chemical bonds (platinum oxide 
to aluminum oxide), did not produce significant imlJrovement. On 
vendor-coated blad~s, where adherence of all kinds of films was 
excellent, the adhesion of the re3ctively sputtered platinum fi Ims was 
abolll the same as that for all other films (Table 111). 0" in-house 
coated ~ lades, where adherence of a II kinde; of films was poor, the 
adherence of the reactively sputtered fi Ims was ~onq the righer 
values, but far below the value~ obtained on vendor-coated blades. 
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6. 1 .6 Pr eco at s 
Sputtering a 500-Angstrom layer of an oxide-fonning trans1t1m metal, 
selected frem those forming solid solution with plat1n"", in the rope 
of enhanci ng adherence t~ough fonnat 1 on of a chemical bond with the 
alumina and a local alloy with the p1at1n",", did not produce 
s1!Jlifieant improvement in adherence. Ctromi"" and platinun-10 percent 
rhodill11 were tried. Table III shows th~t adherence of the platinum 
films was not siglificantly different with and without precoats. 
6.1.7 Field-Assisted Bond 
~plying the fie1d-assist t.!\.:hnique after sputtering of phtimlTl did 
not measurably improve the adherence. As shown in Table lIt, the 
adherence of pure pl ~ i nllT! was about the same wi th and wi thout f1 el d 
ass; st. ! tis conel uded that the adherence of pl ati num on these bl ades 
is l~gely due to mechanical interlocking, depending more on surface 
texture than on chemical or electrostatic potenti also 
6. 2 PERFOO~NCE EVAl~TIOO PROmAM 
Six of the 12 thin fiim thermocouple systE!T1S fabricated on turbine 
Blades No.1 and 3 experienced failures during fabrication and initial 
oven calii.;r~t;on. The renaining six proved to be ~ite durable during 
the ccmbustor test program, with an average life of 47 hours. Table IV 
stmnari zes the fail urE" modes observed duri ng the enti re program. Figure 
14 shows detailed post-test photographs of tt-e 12 thermocouple systems 
on the two b 1 ~es. The ea"l y fail ures and combustor test fail ures are 
discussed separately below. Finally. 11 ccmparison of the two turbine 
b 1 ad es i s pr es e nt ed • 
6. 2 .1 F ail ur e A n a ~ 
6.2.1.1 Fabrication and O~n Test FaillTes 
Four thin film thermocouple systems (TC4 and TCS on each hlade) ~ere 
rejected during fabri'.:ation hecause of poor adherence of the platinlJ'Tl 
film on the airfoil surface. In two of these four cases (TC4 and TCS on 
Blade No, 3) the plMinum-lO percent rhodium film ~lso showed poor 
adherence. The poor adherence ~Ias characteri zed by spon~aneous 1 iftinq 
or spalling of the film aloog part of its length. The arrows in Figures 
14a (Photo A) and 14b (Photo A) indicate the failure areas .. le lifted 
and missing portions of film are easily vi!'ible. There was no 
Significant-further deterioration of these particular films durinq the 
combustor tests. Two features seem significant. First. all four 
failures occurred on the concave side of the blade. This is the sidp. 
sputtered first in the fat-rication seQUence on each blade and therefore 
is the side with the least time of e)l:posure to hiqh vacuum and dry 
hi<jl-purity argon gas flow before sputtering. It is suggested that the 
100ger exp~ure of the con~x side to these conditions may fl"ye 
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impro~d the surf ace cl eanl ioess (by removal of 1 atent mOl sture or 
other contami nants) and enhanced film adherence. Second, each of the 
two platinum films which passes across the leading edge of the blade 
(TC4 on each blade) suffered adherence failure in the sharply curved 
regi on near the 1 eadi n9 edge on the concave si de. It is suggested that 
the structure of the NiCcirAlY coating or the alumina may be unusual in 
')uch recd:",s. In addition, the average angle of incidence during 
sputterinq between the flux of platinum atoms and the turbine blade 
approaches zerc in thi s reg; 00, res ult; ng in 1 CJN i nci dent energy nonnal 
to the surface to enhance adherence. 
TABLE IV 
SUW~RY OF FA IL URE ffiDES 
Fan, c ~10de Fail ure Mode F ai 1 ure Mode Hours to 
Blade TC Dur; fig o uri ng o uri ng Fail ure ; n 
No. No. Fabri ;;ati 00 O~n Test Canbustor Test Canbustor 
1 1 d(c)(e) 46 
2 60, f 
3 e 14 
4 a 
5 a 
6 d 
3 b 
2 60, f 
3 d 51 
~ a, b 
5 a, b 
6 d 50 
Legend 
a = Poor adhesi on of pl at; num fil m 
b = Poor adhesioo of platinum-lC percent rhodillll film 
c = Open bond, platinul'Il-lO percent rhodium film to wire 
d = Extensioo wire open or soorted to sheath 
e = E rosi on of film 
f = No failure 
() = Secondary fail ure, subsequent to fi rst fail ure 
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Two additional thin film thermoco1'ple systems (TC6 on Blade No.1 and 
TC1 on 81 ade No.3) were rejected during i niti al oven testing. Both 
systems provided stable calibration data during the early part of the 
oven test. Near the end of this test the adherence of the pl atinum-10 
percent rhodilJll film of TC1 on Blade No.3 failed in one spot on the 
airfoil near the leading edge on the conYex side (Figure 1"'. Photo C) 
resulting in an open circuit. The adherence failure was again in a 
sharply curved region of the airfoil near the leading edge where 
grazing incidence occurs during sputtering. The extension wires of TC6 
00 Blade No.1 developpd a short circuit to the extension-wire sheatt't. 
c:ausing the thermocouple system to indicate platform temperature. The 
extension wire short circuit o(!'"urred at the point where the cpnter 
conductors emerge from the sheath, and can be avoi ded hy greater care 
in routing of the extension wire conductors and in cementing the 
extension wires to the platfonn. -
6.2.1.2 Canhustor Test Failures 
Aftf'r 14 1-rour exposures to the 125()( comhustor exhaust Qas stream, 
TC3 on Rladl' No.1 failed due to local erosion of platinlJT1 (open 
circuit) near the thin film thermocouple junctioo at the center of the 
airfoil (Figure 14a, Photo B). 
After 46 l-rour cycles, Tel on Blade No. I failed due to shorting of 
extension wires to the shf'ath. causing the thermocouple system to 
indicate platform temperature. At sane later time (undetermined), an 
open circuit developed at the platinum-IO percent rhodium fihll-to-lead 
wi re bond. Thi s was the on ly t hi n- fil m- to- 1 ead- wi re connect i 00 fail ure 
in the progr~. SanE' erosion of thE' platinum film is also evident in 
f-" igure 14a, Photo R. 
After 50 l-rour cycles, T(.6 on Blade Nn. :1 failed ,1ue to an OPf'n 
circuit in thr extension l€'ad w;rE'. 
After 50 1-rour cycles plus two (Q-minute cycles, TC3 on B1Jde No.3 
also failE'd due to an open cit'cult in thE' E'xtension It"l~d wire. 
The renai n; nq two tht>rmocollpl t'S (TC? on Blade N0. 1 and TC? on Blade 
No.3) slJrv(ved t.he E'ntire pro'lt'am of 50 I-hnur cyclt"'S, ?O 20-m;nute 
cycles, ,lnd llnE' 3-hour cycle. It apPf'ars siqnificant th"t these two 
tht'nnocnuplt" systt~ms wer't' the onf'S with films most favoranly 10ratE'd on 
the airfoil from the point of v;~ of sputtE'rinq Qt'anetrv (flattest 
l'E'Q;On "nei st>rond sic1t' sfluttt'rtXn. trn1per"turt> duri"nq" ranhustor E'xhaust 
Qds-stream tests (coo1er' sidp of airfoil). and E'rosioo damage to films 
(t:,E' sidt' ('If tht' ,'irfoil away fran thf' exhaust q,'s stt'earn'. " 
6. ?1. 3 SUl1'I11ar y ('If Fail urE'S by L ocat i m 
Taole V ~UfT1Tlari7f>S thE' failur'e analysis hy location of the thin film 
tht'rmocolJple on the oladf'. BecausE' of the uniQut' shaPf' of the turhirJ2 
h 1 adf>. fa i1 urt"'S can he correl ated wit h 1 oc at; on duE' to factors 
associatt"ld with fahricatim as WE'll as with tE'stinq. 
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TABLE V 
SUMtot\RY OF THIN FILM Tt£Rt4JCOLPLE FAILURE ANALYSIS 
BY LOCATIOO ON THE BLAOC 
TCI: The thennocoupl e system fail ure mode was quite different for the 
two blades. On Blade No.1, initial failure was late in the 
canbustor program due to extension wire short circuit, followed by 
a later bond failure. On Blade No.3, the failure occurred during 
initial oven testing due to poor adherence of the platinu~10 
percent rhodil.J'll film near the blade leading edge. Tel on Blade No. 
I s uff ered s one er os; on d Mia ge • 
TC2: The thermocouples on both blades survived the entire program, with 
no adherence or erosion problems. 
TC3: The thermocoupl e fail ure mode wa~ different for the two bl ades. On 
Blade No.1, fail ure was due to eros; on of pl ati num during the 
14th combustor cycle. On Blade No.3, fail ure was due to a broken 
extens; on w; re duri ng the 52nd conbustor cycle. 
TC4: The thermocoupl es on both blades were rej ected duri ng f abri cati 00 
because of poor pl atinum adherence and poor pl atinu~10 percent 
rhod; I.Il1 adherence. 
TC5: The thermocouples on both blades were rejected during fabricatioo 
because of poor pl atinum adherence and poor pl atinum-l0 percent 
rood; lITl adherence. 
TC6: The thermocouples on both blades suffered only entensioo wire 
failures, on Blade No.1 during oven pretest and on Blade No.3 
duri ng the 50th combustor cycle. 
Fail ures correl ated with fabri cati on procedures can 1 ead to 
improvements in these methods. It is recommended that the turbine 
blade be preconditioned under high V3CUI.Il1, <t-y argon gas fl~, and 
po~sibly mild teTIperature bake-out prior to initial sputtering to 
attenpt to improve adherence. Another reconmendation is to avoid 
angles approaching grazing incidence for sputtering of the thermocouple 
films. Finally. greater care should be exercised in lead-wire and 
extension-wire routing. 
Failures associated with location during combustor testinQ sUQQest that 
film patterns should be selected to a-VOid areas of highest - erosion. 
Figlire 14 indicates that the areas of greatest erosion during the 
CCJT1bustor tests are the central portion of the airfoil on the convex 
side (two film faillTes during combustor tests) and the rear half of 
the airfoil on the concave side (no failures, but obvious heavy impact 
of dark foreign matter, thought to be carbon, in this area). 
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6.2.2 Vibrati on Tests 
TlI'bi ne Bl~e 1 was vibrati 00 tested pri or to combustor exhaust 
gas-stre'll1 testing, and Blade 3 was vibration-tested after 56.7 hours 
of exhaust gas-stream testi ng. The test procedure, i nvol vi ng 1 hour of 
shake testing on each of three axes, is described in Section 5.1.5. 
Pest-test examinati 00 soowed no deteri orat; 00 of any ki nd. The 
lead-wire-to-thin-film connections and thin-fil~to-alumina bonds 
renained mechanically sound. There was no change in electrical 
resistance to ground or in electdcal continuity in the thin film 
thermocoupl e systens. 
The negl i~ibl e effect of vibrati 00 on sputtered thi n films was to be 
expected, si nce the mechani cal stresses i nvol ved are orders of 
magni tude small er than the stresses ari si ng from thermal gradi ents in 
oven tests and in the hot gas fl (IN envi ronment. The vibrati on tests 
were most important in establ ishi ng the durabil ity of the thi n-film-to-
1 ead- wi re connecti ons. 
6.2.3 Meastrenent Error Analysis 
6.2.3.1 Correl ation with Tenperature Gradient 
Indicated temperature error (TREF - TSPUT) is plotted against blade 
temperature gradient (TREF - TpLATFORM) in Figures 15, 16, and 17. 
TSPUT is the temperature indicated by the thin film thermocouple, 
when the standard ANSI Type S (platinum versus platinu~10 percent 
rhodi t.J11) cal ibrati 00 tabl e is used to transl ate thermocoupl e vol tage to 
temperature. TREF is the temperature i ndi cated by the reference Type 
Swire thennocouple located adjacent to the thin film th~nnocouple 
junction. TpLATFORM is the temperature indicated by the reference 
Type Swire thennl)couple adjacent to the extension wire connection to 
the thin films. The response of a thin film platinum versus platint.J11-10 
percent rhodit.J11 thennocouple would lie exactly along the horizontal 
heavy dashed line seen in Figure 15 as TR~F - TSPUT = O. For 
rhodium in excess of 10 percent in the platlnu~rhodium film, the 
response would lie aloog an uJJtiard sloped line. For no rhodium in the 
plat i num-rhodit.J11 film, the reo;ponse woulJ lie aloog the 450 downward 
sloped dashed line O-Y. 
F actors other than compositi 00 may affect the slope of the: error 1 ine 
in Figures 15, 16, and 17. For example, if an electrical short circuit 
resulted in a direct connectioo between the platinllTl and 
platinu~rhodium films near the extension wire connections, then 
readi ngs on the downward sloped 1 i~ O-V woul d resul t. 
Througoout this section, a strai';jht line is drawn fran the origin, 0, 
ttrough a data poi nt 00 the asslJl1pti 00 that the error versus 
tenperature gradient is a linear function. Although many nonlinear 
effects could occur (for example, a significant loss of insulatioo 
resistance in the i nsul ating film with increasing temperature), no such 
effects were observed in these experiments. 
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Figure 15 
100 200 300 400 
TREF - TpLATFORM (K) 
Cal ibrat i 00 Data for E iqht Thi n Film Thermocoupl es on Phase 
I (Crntract NAS3-20768f Simul ated Blades - TREF = actual 
jll1ctioo te11peratllre; TpLATFORM = actuaT platfonn 
temperature; TSPlJT = indicated junctirn temperature 
(assuming Type S response); the al pha-nllTleric s~bol (for 
example. 2R2) is the serial nllTlber of the simulated blade; 
the suffix dash nl~ber is the thennocouple nllnber on the 
bl ade. These data wen: obtai ned duri nQ i niti al oven tests 
or during the fitst hour of torch flm1e'tests. 
In FiQure 15. data from the eight thin film thermocouple sys;:.d'I1S on the 
simul ated bl ades of the Phase I progrm1 (Contract NAS3-20768) are 
smwn. The Phase I rlata shown were obtained early in the testing of 
each thin film thermocouple systern. TREF TSPlJT generally 
increased as aging ~ook place later in the Phase I prugrcrn, indicating 
a decrease in emf of the thin film thermocouple with time at constant 
t ern per at ure • 
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Figure 16 Calibration Data for the Thirteen Thin Fi 1m Thermocouples of 
Phase II (Contract NAS3-20831) - Temperature nomenclature is 
the same as that for Figure 15. 
In Figure 16, data frOOl the 13 thin film thermocuple systems of the 
Phase II program, reported in this document, are shown. For each of 
these systems, the initial oven calibration data pOint is presented. 
The envelope of the Phase I data of Figure 15 is shown for comparison. 
In Figure 17, oven calibration data are presented for two thin fi 1m 
thennocoup I es on Blade 2 at two di fferent times. The two lower curvE'S 
are the initial oven calibration pcints, the same points as shown in 
Figure 16. It should be emphasized that, although these are the 
"initial" oven calibration points, the blades have been exposed for 
several hours to 1050K temperatures during lead wire bonding prior to 
this calibration. Note tnat these data points represent an error 
between reference thermocouple and thin film thermocouple of about ?5 
percent of the applied temperature gradient. 
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Figure 11 Lalloratloo Uata tor the lwo Thin Film Thermocouples 00 
Blade 2 - Lower curves: as-fabricated; upper curves: after 
45 minutes at 1366K. Tenperature ncrnenclature is the s~e 
as that for Figure 15. 
Immedi ately after this test, the blade was heat treated at 1366K for 45 
minutes ir. an isothennal oven, following a suggestion resulting from a 
related in-house program at the Government Products Oivisioo of Pratt 8, 
Whitney Aircraft. Following this ht~at treatment, Bl ade No. 2 was 
sli>jected to a second oven test of 50 hours duratioo, with a large 
tenperature yradient. The first data points of this run are included in 
Figure 17 as the upper two curves. 
A study of Figures 15 ttrough 17 and rel ated cal ibrati 00 data taken 
throughout the testing programs resulted in the following observations: 
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1. Error is approximately proportiooal to temperature gradient. 
Wherever data at more than one tenperature gradient are obtained 
over a short period of time, each individual thin filrn 
thermocoupl e systan di spl ays an error, TREF TSPlfT, 
increasing linearly with the tenpp.nture gradient imposed., the 
thin film portioo of the systen. 
2. The spread of all error curves is large. The error of the thin 
fi 1m thermocouple systems ranges from +14 to -36 percent of the 
temperature gradient on the airfoil. 
3. The calibration errors in the systems having reactivE'ly sputtered 
platinum and chromium-precoated platinum films were near the 
average for all systems. 
4. The spread of error curves on each blade is large. The spread of 
error among all thin film thermocoupl.es on anyone blade ranges 
from 6 percent of temperature gradient (four systems on Blade 3) 
to 24 percent (four systems on Blade 1). The spread is as large 
among systems on one side of the blade as from one side to the 
other. 
5. The spread of error curves on f I at s imu I ated b! ades is I arg€. 
Fabrication of thin fi 1m systems on the flat surfaces of Phase I 
did not result in smaller error spread than on the complex curved 
simulated blade surfaces of Phase II blades. 
6. A large error spread occurred when the temperature profi Ie along 
the blade was peaked at a point away from the junction. Thin film 
thermocouple systems No.2, 4, 6, 8 on the four different 
simulated blades of Phase I were the only ones deliberately 
expos ed for 50 hours to temper at ure prof i I es char acter i zed by a 
temperature peak (far higher than the measured temperature) midway 
along the length of the fi 1m. The spread among 1:hese four systems 
is extreme (+14 to -30 percent of end-to-end temperature gradient). 
7. Heat treatment at 1366K reduced the error on Blade 2 to near zero 
(Figure 17). The initial calibration pOints of the two thin fi 1m 
thermocouples on Blade 2 show average error of about 25 percent of 
temperature gradient. The two thin fi 1m thermocouples on this 
blade show an ,·v,:,rage error of on Iy about 2 percent of temperature 
gradient immeJiat~lv after the bake-out. 
6.2.3.2 Correlation with Discoloration 
The visual character of as-sputtered platinum fi I~s was a bright 
metallic luster while the platinum-lO percent rhodium films were 
slightly less bright and reflective. The pure platinum films retained a 
bright luster throughout the program, except in some local regions 
where foreign matter believed to be carbon particles became deposited 
during combustor tests. Portions of the platinum-IO percent rhodium 
fi Ims darkened to various degrees during lead wire bonding at 
temperatures from lIOOK to 1200K. These films showed further changes in 
discoloration, darkening in SOOle areas and becoming brighter in other 
areas, during oven tests, torch tests, and combustor tests with 
temper~ture gradients. The photographs of Blades 1 and 3 in Figure 6-6 
show the final coloration of all films after the 60-hour combustor 
tests. Note that the right-hand fi 1m in each pair forming a 
thermocouple system is always the platinum-IO percent rhodium fi 1m and 
is often darkened. 
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In the controlled experiment on Blade 2 of the effect of heat treatment 
on the thin films, already mentioned in Section 6.2.3.1, the various 
degrees of darkening of the platinum-10 percent rhod1t111 films during 
previous testing were completely reversed by bake-out at 1366K for 45 
minutes, and the films attained a bright meta Ilic luster. Subsequent 
oven ca I ibration showed that the temperature readings from the thi n 
film thermocouple systems were then within 2 percent of reference wire 
thermcouple temperature readings. 
The discoloration behavior is consistent with that observed during 
selective oxidation of rhoditlll in platinum-10 percent rhodium wire 
thermocouples in engine testing. Rhodium is known to fonn dark oxides 
(Rh203 and RhO) when exposed to air at temperatures up to about 
1166K, and the oxides are knot;.: to decOOlpose at higher temperatures 
(Reference ll). 
6.2.3.3 Correlation with Calibration Drift 
The Significant change in ca libration of the thin fi 1m thennocoup Ie 
systems with time has already been suggested in Figure 17. This 
behaviC'lr deserves more detai led examination, since the behavior throws 
~ore light on the reasons for the spread in initial calibrations in the 
Phase I and Phase II programs. 
Drift behavior was found to be quite simple and systematic during 
steady-state oven calibration tests with a fixed temperature 
distributiJn along the fi 1m. In all such tests, the thin fi 1m 
thermocouple reading decreased slowly and smoothly with time. For 
example, Figure 18 shows data derived from continuous chart recordings 
of the Blade 2 oven calibr~tion runs. Throughout the tests, the airfoil 
temperature (location "A" of Figure 3) was constant at 1200K on both 
sides of the airfoil, and the two platform reference locations were at 
about 600K. During run 1. which began with discolored platinum-l0 
percent rhodium fi Ims, the readings of the two thin fi 1m thermocouples 
decreased by about 4 percent of the temperature gradi ent in 8 hours, 
starting from an initial reading which was low by 25 percent of 
temperaturf' gradient. During run 2, which began with bright metallic 
f; lms, the read; ngs decreased by about 6 .,ercent of the temperature 
gradient in 8 hours, and 12 percent in 50 hours. starting frOOl an 
initial reading which was within 1 percent of the correct reading. 
The drift during cyclic exposures in torch tests and combustor tests 
was less simple and system3tic, as shown in Figure 19. The error 
sometimes increases and sometimes decreases from cvcle tc: cycle. It is 
important to note that: the temper~ture distribution on the blade in 
these tests was usually constant during each cycle, bllt not closely 
repeatable frOOl cycle to cycle, due to randOOl variations in flame 
position with carbon build-up in the torch or combustor. The 
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tenperature at the center of the concave s1 de of the a1 rfoi1 was 
rna1 ntai ned within about 2CJ< of 125<J< throughout the te~ts of 81 ades 1 
and 3, but the tanperature at the center of the convex side of the 
airfoil was 105CJ< to 115CJ< fran cycle to cycle. Pl atfonn tenperatures 
were 750< to SSO< from cycle to cycle. 
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Figure 18 Canparison of Thin Film Thermocouple Error and Drift in Two 
O~n Tests of Blade 2 - Run 1: blade in as-flbricated 
condition; Run 2: after Run 1 and after a 45-minute soak at 
1366K. In each run, time is meac;ured from the mcrnent of 
insertion in an oven preheated to 1200<. 
It -:an be seen from Figure 19 that the trend of 1 (J1g-term drift in the 
ccrnblJstor tests was toward lower thin film thermocouple readings 
relati~ to the adjacent reference wire thermocouples on Blade A and 
Blade I, hut toward hi gher readi ngs on Blade 3. The oven drift of 
thermocouple 6 on Blade 2, rlXl 7, is superimposed on Figure 19 for 
canpari son. 
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Figure 19 Relatiye Drift in CalihratiCJl of Thin Film TE!TIperature 
Sensor SystelT5 on First-Stage Turbine Blades During 12~(J( 
Tests in Cm~ustor Exhallst Gas Stream - Oil:' C,O-t'()Ul' oven 
test is incllx1ed for cu,nparison (TSPUT is temperature 
indicated by thin film thennocouple, assuming Type S 
calibrati(l1, and TREF is the adjacent reference wire 
thennocoupl e tenper at ure) • 
6.2.3.4 CorrelatiCJl with CanpositiCJl Measurenent 
Samples of the plat;nu~10 percent rhodium films as sputtered on Qlass 
slides were slbmitted to an analytic!!l c~ical lahorator'y (MERL) for 
dptermination of rhodil.lTl content, using atomic absorption 
photospectroscopy, on t~ee occasions during t~ Phase 1 and Phase II 
programs. A sample sputtered during the period of fabrication of the 
Phase I simul ated bl ades we:--e reported to be 10 percer.t +1 p('rcent 
rhodi lITl. Two sampl es sputtered at two different times during-til€' Phase 
II prcqram were reported to contain, respectively, 8.2 percent +().'i 
percent and 8.7 percent ~O. 5 ~ercent rhodi lJT1. 
1 n these tests, t.he total rhodi lJl1 content is reported by the anal ysi s, 
regardl ess of whether the rhor1i urr. appears as an oxide or as an alloy 
with platinum. The measured roodillTl content does not seem to correlate 
in any obvious way with observed trends in calibration r~ults. It 
would appear that a hetter analytical technique would hp required 
before useful correlatioo of chemical cmposition and thenTlocouple 
perfonnanc(> could be ohtairY"d. 
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SEer 100 7.0 
DIS CUSS I ~ (f ME AS URO£ NT ERROR 
The results of the oven calibration tests and loog-term <:rift tests in 
the oven. torch, and canbustor envirorments (Figures 15 throu~ 19) 
suggest strongly that the oxidation of rhodium in the platinllTl-I0 
percent rhodiUIT, alloy films governed both the "initial" readings and 
sltlsequent loog-term <:rift behavior. These results are consistent with 
observations made in a relat~d in-rouse program at the Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft Group, Goverrrnent Products Divisioo. All of the observed 
behavior would be predicted on the basis of three assumptions: the 
rhodi \JTI content (a) is 9.9 .. 0.1 percent in the as- sputtered brl ~t 
metallic films; (b) falls as-low as 6.4 percent in films which have 
been darkened by ox; dati on at temperatures in the IOS(J( to 130(J( range; 
and (c) returns to approximately 10 percent if the film is exposed to 
temperatures above 11661< (oxide decomposes, rhodium r€:.;Jained). 
On the basis of these assumptions, the error in any particular thin 
film systen is ,~versible by heat treatment. as ohserved on Blade? 
and the erro:' depends Upo\l the time-at-temperature history of each 
portion of each fi1!l1 and upon the temperature profile along the film Cit 
the t ;me of t he error mE-as urement. 
Note that l()o,' effective rhodilJ11 content. reSUlting from conversion of 
sane rhodium to an oxicie which does not display thermoelectric 
properties. can result in either positive or neqative errors in the 
thin film thermocouple tenperature measurement. For I?xample. a nllTlber 
of hypothetica-I cases are illustrated in Fiqure ?O. an emf-temperature 
diagr(lT1 utilizing the gradient apprOt1ctl of Moffat (Refe:ence 1?). Thp 
thermocouple enf, E, qenerated hy a t€'fT'lperature difference hetween a 
ccld reference temperature. To. t1nd a hot junction temperature. Tj. 
is determined by trJcing a continuous path from (To. 0) around a 
thermocouple loop and hack to (To. E)' Tahle VI defines five 
possible loops illustrated in Figure 20. Note that a low rhodilJ11 
content in a fillll exposed to a monotonic tenperature profile results in 
i) low emf. L, while a law rhodium content in S(Jne portion of a film 
exposed to a t6Tlperature profile with a maximlJTl at sane point hetween 
the hot and cold junctions may result in either a high reading, H, or a 
l()i reading, L, dependinq on whether t~ location of the film portlOO 
with the low rhodium content is to the left or right of the peak 
temperature. 
If oxidation is the oovernina factor. then the drift rate would he 
inversely proportional to film"thickness. that is. to volume-to-surface 
ratio. This expectation is borne out by a comparison of the SO-hour 
drift riata of initi Jlly briQht films in the current proqrcYl. test of 
Figure 16 and the Oils test of thicker films reported in Reference S. 
Tahle VII lists the important Dar~eters for each of these tests. 
Initial error (ext.rapolated to zero time'; was less than 1 percent of 
temperature gradient in hoth tests. The error after ~O rours in the 
current progr(lT1. from Figure 16. is seen to be about siw: times the 
error after 50 hours in the t:leference 5 progr(lT1. where six times 
thicker films were used. 
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Figure 20 Illustration of Positive and Negative Measurenent Errors 
Resulting from Low Rhodium Content. 
TABLE VI 
ERRORS RES UL TIN G FROM LOW RHODI UM CONTENT 
Pat hOes cri p ti on 
Monotoni c Prof il e (To to T j): 
Type S 
Type S, except Pt7Rh T j to T a 
Peaked Profile (To to Ta to Tc to Tj: 
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Type S 
Typp S, except Pt7Rh T j to T a 
Type .), except Pt7Rh T j to T c 
emf Path in 
Fi gure 20 
Oaj a l J 
Oaj a l I I L 
Oajwc1ja'J 
Oaj cj c I j a I I I L 
Oajcjc 'l jl a"H 
Final enf in 
Fi gure 20 
J 
L 
J 
L 
H 
TAB lE VII 
rot4'A~ISOO OF ERROR DATA 
Film Thickness (Ilm) 
TREF (K) 
TpLATFORM (K) 
Error after 50 hours, percent of 
(TREF - T PLATFORM) 
Current P rogr am 
2 
1200 
700 
12 
Ref. 5 
12.5 
1366 
700 
1.8 
The spread of the calibration Cllr~s in Figures 15,16, and 17 and the 
erratic drift during cyclic canbustor te:ts in Figure 19 appears to be 
caused by varying rhotiium content due to oxidation during fabrication 
and test. Sane thin film thermocouple systems were subjected to extra 
heat treatment at DOC)( (above the rhodium oxide decomposition 
temperature) to increase the A12~ tnickness after lead wire 
bonding, and these would be expected to show less initial error in oven 
tests. Sane were cycled several times through the lead wire bonding 
procedure at lIDO< (in the range \'/here rhodium oxidizes rapidly) and 
these wou1 d be oxpprted to show 1 arger initi a1 error. Finally, the 
metal film thi" > 'ess undoubtedly varies considerably along the length 
of the film and from film to film due to vari ati on in di stance of 
various port; ons of the b1 ade frern the sputtering target. Those systems 
with thinnest films in regions of large temperature gradient are 
expected to show largest initial error and largest drift rates. 
Fabrication process records available in the present proqram are not 
detailed enough to permit correlation of error with thickness, 
temperature distribution, and time history for each thin film 
thermocouple. Warn.-lIo times and cool-down timps were not usually 
,~coraed, and film thickness distributions werp not measured. In order 
,,0 verify further the error and drift mechanism, it is recOITITlended that 
Blades 1 and 3 of F iqure 15 be retested after a lJ66K heat treatment to 
dec011pose any rhodium oxide, as was done with Blade ? If the spread of 
calibration ClJr~s collapses into a narrow band near zero error, then 
further explanation of the details of calibration spread beccmes 
academic. If the spread does not collapst', then separate extension 
wires could be attached to each end of each film (platinum and 
p1 at; num-rOOd; llll) and the assembl y testprl ; n a tempel'at ure ql"ac1i ent to 
establish whether the observed behavior is peculiar to the platinum 
film, the platinum-IO percent rhodium film, or both. 
To reduce the rhodium oxidation problem to reasonable limits durinQ 
en9ine tests, thicker p1atinum-IO percent rhodjlJl1 films should he 
enp10yed in r~gions of lcrgest tenperature gradient along the film, and 
de~lo~ent of oxygen-barrier o~rcoating layer's could he considered. 
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The accuracy goal of the current three-J:tlase progrMl 1S initial error 
1 ess than 0.75 percent of Fahrenheit tenperat ure and 60- hour drift of 
1 ess than 5 percent of Fahrenheit temperature. If the 1 argest gradi ent 
expected aloog the film is 50 percent of Fahrenheit tenperature, then 
the goals translate to initial error less than 1.5 percent of qradient 
and 60-hour drift of less than 10 pecent of gradient. . 
It is believed that the initial-error goa1 of 1.5 percent of gradient 
has been attained (Figure 16) but that the drift is about 1.2 times the 
desired maximllTl rate of 10 percent of temperature gradient in 60 hours. 
Furthermore, if oxidation is indeed the major source of drift, then the 
rate of crift will increase in proportioo to the partial pressure of 
oxygen. In a high-pressure turlJine inlet flow in an operating engine, 
an o~gen partia1 pressure ten times that of sea level air may be 
expected. The drift rate of the present film systems may then increase 
to 1.2 x 10 = 12 times the desired rate. This may conceivably be 
overcone by increasing the film thickness alone. It is suspected that 
film thickness in the root area of the airfoil may be only on the ordp.r 
of 1 /-1m, and that increasinq this thickness to 151o'm (the maximum 
ori gi nally specified to minimize al terati 00 of bl ade temperature 
profiles on hollow thin-walled cooled blades) may result in acceptably 
small drift. Filr.1s of 15J..1m thickness can be sputtered readily, and 
stlJuld be as durable as the present Ilo'm films. based on the experience 
in Reference 4. An alternative approach would he a combinatioo of 
increased film thickness and an oxygen-barrier overcoat. with total 
thickness of film and overcoat not exceeding 151o'm. 
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SECTION 8.0 
C(JHl.UD!NG RE~RKS 
The technology developed under the previous Phase I progrMl (Reference 
6) for fabrication of sputtered thin film platimm versus platinum-10 
percent rhotji lITl thermocoupl es on turbi ne bl ades, for the purpose of 
measuring metal surface tenperatures, was improved and extended. 
Thin film systens were applied to actual turbine blades of complex 
shape, the size of the thin film systems was reduced slightly, and 
testing at 1250< was extended to a high~r Mach number (0.5) in a 
canbustor exit flC7t4. The metal film thickness used was 2 micraneters 
(/Jm), as in the Phase I program. 
Adlerence of the pl ati num films was improved through a systenati c study 
of effects of variations in fabrication techniques on four turbine 
blades. The dec; di ng f act or ; n at t ai ni ng repeat ab 1 y good adherence was 
found to be the morphology of the aluminum oxide surface on which the 
platinum was sr:x,Jttered. Scanning electron microscopy revealed that 
excellent adherence was associated with a dense fine-grained alumina 
with sane flat scales and surface reentry features, promoting bonding 
through mechanical interlocking. The favorable morphology and good 
adherence were repeatably attained by controlled oxidatioo of NiCoCrAlY 
coatings which had been applied in a vendor laboratory coating 
facility. Alterations in thin film fabrication procedures to promote 
additional chemical or electrostatic bonding had little effect on 
adherence. These alterations inclLKled reactive sr:x,Jttering of platinllTl, 
sputtering of precoats of chromi urn or pl atinum-lO percent rhodi lITl, and 
application of an electrical potential after sputtering (field assisted 
bondi ng) • 
Two additional bl~es were then fabricated, each containing six thin 
film thermocouples. Six of these 12 thin film thermocouples failed 
duri ng the fabri cati 00 and oven cal ibrati on tests. Fail ures were 
attributed to ;>oor film adherence, variability in fabrication 
techniques, and poor extension wire attachments. fippropriate 
modi fi cati ons to these procedures are reccmnended. 
The two blades were then sutjected to a combustor exhaust gas test, 
consisting of 60 hours at 1250<, Mi\ch nlJ11ber = 0.5, and 71 thermal 
cycles. A third blade was subjected to tests of loog-term calibratioo 
drift under steady state, 12501< oven conditions with a 500K tenperature 
gr adi ent. 
The average 1 ife of the thi n film thermocoupl e systens in the hi gh 
speed canbustor f1 ow was 47 llJurs, where fail ure was defi ned a~ either 
an open circuit or a 6 percent drift in calibrat;oo (percentage error 
based on absol ute tenperature). 
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An extensive study of the problen of calibration drift was conducted. 
The pri nci pal source of drift was determi ned to be oxi dati on of the 
rhodi lIT! in the pl ati nUfO-l0 percent rhodi lIT! film. An increase of film 
thickness to 15 ~i11 is therefore reconmended to reduce drift in actual 
engine testing. Protective overcudts are also recommended as a way to 
resol ve the erosi on and corrosi on probl elT5. 
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